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Different Startup Growth Paths

STARTUP FRAMEWORKS
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Crossing the Chasm
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The Long Tail
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The Innovator´s Dilemma
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Zero to One
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Zero to One

• Globalization vs tecnology

• Good idea? 0 to 1 not 1 to many

• Lean Startups suck

• Sales matters just as much as 
product

• Competition is for losers

• Business vs Startups

• Start small and monopolize

1. Proprietary technology

2. Network effects (aka virality)

3. Simple scalability

4. Branding

• Dont disrupt

• Secrets

• The 7 questions:
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Zero to One

1. The Engineering Question: Can you create breakthrough technology instead of 
incremental improvements? 20% improvement is not enough.

2. The Timing Question: Is now the right time to start your particular business?

3. The Monopoly Question: Are you starting with a big share of a small market?

4. The People Question: Do you have the right team? For Thiel’s venture capital 
fund (Founders Fund) the common red flag was that CEO was wearing a suit. 
This meant the CEO would be looking like a salesman but won’t be able to
actually sale or do tech.

5. The Distribution Question: Do you have a way to not just create but deliver your
product?

6. The Durability Question: Will your market position be defensible 10 and 20 years
into the future?

7. The Secret Question: Have you identified a unique opportunity that others don’t
see?
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Cuál es tu nicho y por
qué. Cuáles son los 

nichos aledaños que
vendrán?

Cuál es tu plan para
crear un monopolio en 

este nicho?

Cómo te harás
accesible a distintos
nichos en el long tail?

Cuál es tu plan para
ganarle a la 

competencia? 
(Underfeature)

4 Key 
questions

4 strategy questions to answer
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Cuál es tu nicho y por qué. Cuáles son los nichos aledaños
que vendrán?

1) Cosmétólogas y Maquilladoras
2) Usuarios de estos servicios

3) Mujer profesional que ama el 
maquillaje

Cuál es tu plan para crear un monopolio en este nicho?

1) Crear un modelo de negocio nuevo
para las Maquilladoras y 

cosmetólogas

Cómo te harás accesible a distintos nichos en el long tail?

1) Content Marketing strategy
2) Beauty center

3) SEO 
4) Popup stores

Cuál es tu plan para ganarle a la competencia? 
(Underfeature)

1) Primer batch de experimentación
2) Enfocarnos en 2-3 productos

(arrow tip)
3) Strong online/offline presence

4 Key 
questions

4 strategy questions to answer



CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
Lets create something people want
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1 Customer development (cd)

PIVOT
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Discovery and Validation

Do you have a problem worth 
Solving?
n Hypothesis statements

– Business Model Canvas (input) /Hypotheses 
statement

n Customer Interviews
– Preparation
– Problem Interview
– Solution Interview

• Have	you	built	something	
customers	want?

– Product/Market	fit	testing
– MVP	Experimenting

1 Customer development (cd)



CUSTOMER DISCOVERY
“Meta: Problem-Solution Fit“
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“Build and they will come”

16

Los problemas son relacionados con el riesgo de 
desarrollo y distribución, NO ACEPTACIÓN DEL 

CLIENTE

1 INTRO
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“Build and they COULD come”

17

Los problemas son relacionados con 
ACEPTACIÓN DEL CLIENTE Y ADOPCIÓN DEL 

MERCADO

1 INTRO
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ü Meta: Comprobar que el producto resuelve un 
problema para un grupo identificado de usuarios

ü Darnos cuenta si vale la pena solucionar este 
problema ($$)

18

2 DISCOVERY
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Objective:

üDocument what is in our mind (hypotheses)

üDocument customer`s feedback on the hypotheses we 
have (pivoting if necessary)

üCommon language

üWe will test top 3 hypothesis on (C-P-S) in Problem 
Interview:
üCustomer Segments
üProblem
üSolution 

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 1

Task#1 Discovery- Canvas 
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B.M. Canvas

20

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 1
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How WhoWhat

$$

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 1
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Lean Canvas

22

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 1
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Objective:

üGet ready to start interviewing real customers

üSelect first potential customers (in the market segment you 
decided to attack)

üFirst approaches to the customer channels

üDecouple the problem from the solution and test the 
problem before binding yourself to a solution

Task#2 Discovery- Interviews Preparation

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 2
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ü B2C: Find at least 10-15 prospects for a 2 weeks interview 
period (1 week)

ü B2B: Find between 5-10 prospects for a 2 weeks interview 
period (1 week)

ü These prospect customers will be used to test your 
business model canvas hypotheses (C-P-S)

ü Prioritize where to start (which customer in my segment is 
more interesting?)

Task#2 Discovery- Interviews Preparation

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 2
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How to find prospects?

1. 1 Degree contacts

2. Ask for Intros

3. Cold Calling, Emailing, LinkedIn

4. Move around the Industry (e.g. Events, trade shows, 
Meetups, etc)

Don’t be shy!

Task#2 Discovery- Interviews Preparation

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 2



Validar si tenemos un problema que vale la pena solucionar

THE PROBLEM INTERVIEW
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Objective: 
üKnow which problem is worth solving for the 

customer (Talk to customers to understand their 
worldview before formulating a solution)

Task#3 Discovery- Problem Interview

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 3
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We will test top 3 
hypothesis on:
üCustomer Segments

üProblem

üSolution

Task#3 Discovery- Problem Interview

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 3
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Source: Ash Maurya, Running Lean, 2010 

Task#3 Discovery- Problem Interview

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 3
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ü Ask sufficient time (20-30 mins)

ü Use neutral location / prefer face to face

ü Do not record the customer

ü Use a script (flexible)

ü Document immediately

Task#3 Discovery- Problem Interview

3 DISCOVERY STEPS- 3



Validate if the solution you have is the correct one for the problem you want
to solve

THE SOLUTION INTERVIEW
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Objective: 
üTake our first product demo (MVP, draft, mockup, 

etc) out to the real customer and achieve 
problem/solution fit.

üAnswer the questions:
üSolution: How will you solve these problems? 
üRevenue Streams: What is the Pricing Model?

üMany iterations are possible
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Use old prospects + a few 
new ones

We will test top 3 
hypothesis on:

ü Solution 

ü Channels

ü Revenue Streams

The Solution Interview
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Source: Ash Maurya, Running Lean, 2010 

The Solution Interview
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1. We are clear about the top problems of our 
segment and how much they are willing to pay

2. We have a MVP that solve these problems
ü Customers agree

3. We understood all about our customers, their lives 
before and after our solution

4. We feel all is right to move on and develop a nice 
product

***If we don’t feel like all this is happening, just 
iterate until you achieve this point****

EXIT CRIERIA FOR DISCOVERY
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MVP Solution 
Interview

Pivot Exit

Discovery

36

SUMMARY



TAREA
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1. Realizar entrevista del Problema, documentar los 
resultados y ponerlos en el blog (infografía)

2. Pivotear el canvas de ser requerido (cambiar orden de 
hipótesis, incluir nuevas, eliminar, etc)

3. Subir canvas actualizado al blog en base a los 
resultados obtenidos

4. Libro: “What technology wants (Kevin kelly)”, resumen 
de >500 palabras al blog (tarea personal)

5. Preparar presentación, duración 3 minutos + 
Preguntas: 7 preguntas Zero to One
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Zero to One

1. The Engineering Question: Can you create breakthrough technology instead of 
incremental improvements? 20% improvement is not enough.

2. The Timing Question: Is now the right time to start your particular business?

3. The Monopoly Question: Are you starting with a big share of a small market?

4. The People Question: Do you have the right team? For Thiel’s venture capital 
fund (Founders Fund) the common red flag was that CEO was wearing a suit. 
This meant the CEO would be looking like a salesman but won’t be able to
actually sale or do tech.

5. The Distribution Question: Do you have a way to not just create but deliver your
product?

6. The Durability Question: Will your market position be defensible 10 and 20 years
into the future?

7. The Secret Question: Have you identified a unique opportunity that others don’t
see?


